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While politicians increasingly pay
lip service to affordable
housing issues  - because

Canadians tell them we don’t want to
live in a society where anyone is
homeless - attempts to deal with the
affordable housing crisis and
homelessness disaster were overtaken by
news of  war on Iraq.

TDRC was one of  the three organizers
of  a major action on March 15th for
Housing Not War.  We worked with the
Toronto Coalition to Stop the War and
with Homes Not Bombs.  We found that
being anti-war and being pro-affordable
housing go hand in hand, and so the
March 15th action started simultaneously
at two points.  At All Saints Church in
Toronto’s east-end, we held a lunch rally.
People got to hang out together, eat, and
chat before the speeches began.  At the
church, we decorated the charred
remains of  Bobby McLaughlin’s bed
with flowers (Bobby burned to death
this winter when the mattress he used
as a lean-to caught on fire).  We also
had placards with almost three hundred
names of  people who have died of
homelessness in Toronto.  People took
the placards and after the rally marched
with the names of  comrades who’ve

died on the streets, and with the
mattress, until we reached the anti-war
rally that also started at noon outside
the U.S. consulate.

At that rally, speakers from TDRC and
from the general anti-war movement
denounced the war on Iraq and called
for Canada to build homes, not bomb
them. Together, both groups marched
to Moss Park Armoury to demand that
it be opened as an immediate emergency
shelter and eventually converted to
affordable housing.

Despite dozens of  police officers, the
atmosphere was festive, with more than
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Homes Not Bombs — Housing Not War!

ten thousand people wielding signs,
singing, and calling for HOUSING,
NOT WAR.

TDRC and Homes Not Bombs also met
with John McCallum, the Minister of
National Defence, who expressed some
interest in possible use of  the Moss Park
Armoury for shelter.  The armouries
have been opened in the past as
emergency shelters, but with red tape
and reluctance to confront the issue, the
armouries continue to house military
exercises, not people.

MISTRIAL IN OCAP CASE: John Clarke To Be Re-Tried
The trial of  OCAP members John
Clarke, Gaetan Heroux and Stefan Pilipa
ended on May 11th with a mistrial
declared after a four month trial and five
days of  jury deliberations in the case
related to the June 15th 2000 events at
Queen’s Park. However, on June 18th,

the Crown indicated that, although they
will not be going ahead with charges
against Gaetan and Stefan, they will be
proceeding with a new trial against John
Clarke, beginning on October 7th.
TDRC joins with many other groups in
opposing a new trial in this case.
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New Staff at TDRC!
DANA MILNE
Dana Milne is TDRC’s new Community
Development Co-ordinator. She has
lived and worked across Canada,
including rural Manitoba, Ottawa,
North-western Ontario, and Halifax.
Dana moved to Toronto in 1999, and
for the next three years co-ordinated a
drop-in program and worked as a
housing worker and a street outreach
worker in York.  As an activist she has
been involved in the anti-globalization
movement; housing, poverty issues; and
immigrant and refugee rights.

MICHAEL SHAPCOTT
Michael Shapcott is Research Co-
ordinator of  the Toronto Disaster Relief
Committee and spends most of his time
working with partners across the
country trying to convince federal,
provincial and territorial politicians to
adopt the One Percent Solution. Before
joining TDRC, Michael worked for nine
and a half  years at the Co-operative
Housing Federation of  Canada.

TONY TRACY
Tony Tracy has very recently joined our
staff  team as our new Administrative
Assistant. Tony comes to us from
Vancouver, where he worked as a
tenants’ rights advocate and Community
Legal Worker, as well as being involved
in the fight for affordable housing &
against homelessness and poverty. He
has been active in broad social justice
movement campaigns, including
campaigns around poverty & wages
issues, anti-globalization, anti-racism
and anti-war.

Thanks and Good-Bye
TDRC has been fortunate to have had two great employees recently in Musonda
Kidd and Carly Zwarenstein; but unlucky in that both have moved on from
TDRC.

Musonda worked with TDRC for a year and a half, and left in January.
Musonda’s bubbly energy and her warmth quickly became known to many.
She is excitedly awaiting the birth of  her second child in November, and hopes
to join with TDRC on November 22nd for National Housing Day.

Carly was with TDRC through the transitional period from a one staff  office
to a three-person team. Our congratulations to Carly who got married in May!

Living on the Ragged Edges:
Immigrants, refugees and
homelessness in Toronto
A desperate need for more funding and new services for homeless immigrants
and refugees emerged out of  a one-day forum at Metro Hall, March 28th.

Toronto researchers who had conducted three different studies on the issue told
participants that immigrants and refugees face overwhelming barriers in finding
housing.

Study results indicated that immigrants and refugees ran into massive walls in
their attempts to find adequate work and training in Toronto, forcing many into
poverty.

Unable to afford Toronto rents, many immigrants and refugees become part of
the “hidden homeless,” moving from friend to friend, overcrowded into tiny
apartments and, as a last resort, forced into a shelter system that is ill-equipped to
meet their needs.

As solutions, the reports make several recommendations including the creation of
mobile housing clinics and drop-ins specifically for immigrants and refugees, better
translation services, cross-cultural training for shelter and drop-in staff, and
improved co-ordination between the shelter system, settlement agencies, community
legal clinics and community health centres.

continued on page 3

Photo: TDRC
staff  Michael
Shapcott, Carly
Zwarenstein,
Dana Milne
(left to right)

by Dana Milne
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The housing disaster worsens in our city, and shelters are overcrowded.  There have been nearly 300 documented deaths
of  homeless people since 1985.  Our city failed time and time again over the past four years to develop a needed Shelter
by-law to fast track shelter development.  After all this delay, a ‘compromise’ citywide Shelter by-law was adopted by

Council in February.  However, the new by-law has many limitations that may add further delays and legitimize “not in my
backyard” opposition to these needed services.
To add to the concerns, the new Shelter by-law, and two specific sites (101 Ontario Street and 717 Broadview Ave.) have been
appealed to the Ontario Municipal Board (OMB) by some neighbourhood groups.
The nature and tone of  the debate among some City Councillors and members of  the public was alarming. One councillor
called homelessness a “cancer” – blaming the victims for a systemic community disaster.  There is no doubt more of  this
kind of  biased information will be shared with the OMB as an argument to limit shelters.
Our struggle continues. We all have to monitor the new by-law when, or if, it is passed by the OMB.  Will it streamline the
development of  shelters or continue to block them and add red-tape and delays?  Will it support and undermine the City’s
Multi-year shelter plan to develop 7437 new beds by 2012? How will this by-law affect the call by TDRC and many others in
the community for 200 beds to be opened immediately?

Shelter Inspection Report
TDRC assembled an Inspection Team to hear evidence regarding Toronto’s shelter
system.  TDRC and others had been hearing disturbing news that the system was
exceedingly crowded.
The Inspection team was made up of  doctors, nurses, a former Tent City resident
and a former U.N. worker.  They heard evidence from homeless people and people
who work around homelessness.
TDRC’s worst fears have been confirmed. One common theme is the overcrowding.
One homeless man said, “You’re sleeping this far apart from other people, so you
contract scabies, lice, and anything your next door neighbour has – whooping
cough, tuberculosis.”
Inspection Team member Rick Wallace, a former U.N. humanitarian aid worker,
summed up his view after hearing the evidence: “I have worked in dozens of
refugee camps, responsible for thousands of  people.  Some of  the conditions in
Toronto shelters are worse than in refugee camps in Rwanda, in terms of  space,
sanitation, and preventative health care practices.”
The report brings forward practical recommendations to alleviate the dangerous
conditions that were presented to the Inspection Team.  The full report can be
obtained from the TDRC office or on TDRC’s website at www.tdrc.net

Summary of  the By-law approved by Council (and being appealed):
• Each shelter site to be individually and explicitly approved by Council
• 250 metres between shelter sites
• New shelters only permited on main and minor arterial roads (major – like
Yonge, St. Clair; and minor- like Davenport, Rogers Rd).
• Moratorium on the location of  new municipal shelters in wards already having
500 or more municipal shelter beds.
• Lots more public consultation on each site including Community Council
meetings
• Council approval of  each individual site based on information provided
through a process involving the Community Services Committee.

For further information from the City on the Shelter By-Law, contact:
Peter Langdon, Senior Planner, City of  Toronto. Plangdon@toronto.ca

The need for more systemic
changes was also acknowledged,
including changes to Canada’s
immigration policies, attacks on the
rights of  immigrants and refugees,
racist hiring practices and, of
course, the lack of  affordable
housing for Canada’s poorest
people.

For copies of  the following three
reports, contact Wilhelmina Peter
at CERIS at 416-946-5351.

1) Living on the Rag ged Edges :
Absolute and Hidden Homelessness
Among Latin Americans and
Muslims in West Central Toronto
— Informal Housing Network
Project

2) Best Practices for Working with
Homeless Immigrants and Refugees
— Access All iance
Multicultural  Community
Health Centre

3) First Contact Project – Toronto
Region Canadian Red Cross and
the City of  Toronto Refugee
Housing Task Group

Immigrants,
Refugees, and
Homelessness
(continued from page 2)

Toronto’s Shelter By Law
A step forward or a step backward?
by Ann Fitzpatrick, Housing Action Now Coalition

by Beric German, TDRC Steering Committee Member
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Hassle-free Voting
Amidst a botched budget launch and slumping popularity in the polls, it looks like
the Ontario Tories are putting their hopes into a Fall election.
And it’s also clear that Ontario Premier Ernie Eves and the Tory Party are planning
an extreme right-wing campaign – designed to win votes from the same minority
of  people who elected them in 1999. So expect more poor-bashing, tax-cuts for
wealthy homeowners and no relief  for tenants yet again.
With so much at stake, housing advocacy groups are taking full-advantage of  the
additional time to make housing and homelessness an election issue and encourage
people to vote.
For our part, TDRC will be working with the Housing and Homelessness
Network of  Ontario to create a housing platform, numerous housing
backgrounders, and how- to-guides for holding all-candidates meetings or

visiting candidates. We’ll also be resurrecting our
“Hassle-Free Voting Kit” which we used during the
1999 Ontario election to register more than 200
homeless people. The kit, which will soon be on
our website at www.tdrc.net, contains:
• A flyer explaining how homeless people can register
to vote.
• Tips for community agencies and advocates
working with homeless people.
TDRC’s Community Development Coordinator is
also working with a new coalition called HOME

(Housing Ontario Means Everyone) to raise housing and
homelessness issues during the upcoming elections. HOME, which is made up
of  housing advocacy groups, community groups, drop-ins and social housing
tenants has already produced a pamphlet and is working on other materials. HOME
is also planning targeted actions in the months leading up to the provincial,
municipal, and federal elections. During the provincial election, HOME also plans
to organize “voter registration days” in several Toronto ridings, so people who are
homeless or underhoused can register to vote hassle-free, talk with local candidates,
and find out more about housing issues.
To get involved with HOME please contact their voicemail at 416-604-6784 or by
email at homecoalition@yahoo.ca.

by Dana Milne

Mistrial Declared in OCAP June 15th Queen’s Park Case
Crown To Put John Clarke On Trial Again

OCAP Member Gaetan Heroux

After a four month long trial, a jury was
unconvinced of  the charges against
OCAP members John Clarke, Stefan
Pilipa and Gaetan Heroux, resulting in
the judge presiding over the case
declaring a mistrial in mid-May.

Over three years after the original event
at Queen’s Park, Senior Crown Counsel
Paul Culver announced his decision that
it would not be in the ‘public interest’
to proceed against Gaetan and Stefan.
Charges against them have now been
stayed, and Gaetan and Stefan are now
free of  the legal threat and restrictive
bail conditions that have followed them
for the past three years.

However, Culver announced that the
charges against John Clarke, which are
more serious, will be pursued with a
new trial which will begin on October
7th of  this year. Clearly the costs that
have accumulated to date could have
provided secure and longterm housing
for several of  the homeless in this city,
perhaps literally saving the lives of  those
individuals. The hundreds of  thousands
of dollars of public money to be spent
on a new trial should instead be spent
on alleviating the hardship conditions
of  homeless people in Toronto.

The National Disaster Post is proud to
reprint a portion of  a speech given by
Gaetan Heroux on June 15th 2000 in
Allan Gardens prior to the march to
Queen’s Park on that day:

My name is Gaetan and I’ve worked in
this community with other workers for the
past 12 to 15 years. The park you’re
standing in right now is a place that we
have fought many battles. There are people
that come to many of our demonstrations
that have died in this park. There are
people that have been intimidated, harassed
and beaten up by the very cops who are
sitting around here. Every night armed
with this new “mean streets act”, these
cops go out in the parks and they give people
tickets and they chase them out of  the

downtown core. People are pushed around,
and today we have come, and we’re going
to resist, and we’re going to fight and we’re
going to tell them that what we want --
and we want it now -- is housing. Cause
when we go and we ask them for housing,
what they do is build more jails... when we
tell them that we don’t have enough money
to eat or feed our kids and we want to be
able to have housing, what do they do?
They make us criminals. They make it a
crime to panhandle on the streets. We need
to eat and we need to have shelter.
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FEDERAL Report Card
Thanks to effective political pressure from the National

Housing and Homelessness Network and other
national groups, the federal government says that it is

going to “get tough” with provinces and territories that won’t
honour the commitments they made to fund new truly
affordable housing. If  provinces and territories are unwilling
or unable to meet their obligations, the federal government
says that it will by-pass them and deal directly with willing
municipalities & housing providers.

The break-through came at the federal-
provincial-territorial housing ministers’
meeting in Winnipeg on April 15 and 16. Jim
Gurnett from the Edmonton Coalition for
the Homeless and Michael Shapcott from
TDRC represented the national network in
Winnipeg.

The network released a report card that showed
that most of  the provinces and territories have
betrayed the commitments they made in November of  2001
when they signed the Affordable Housing Framework
Agreement. Under that deal, the federal government agreed
to spend $680 million over five years to create about 27,000
new units of  affordable housing, and the provinces and
territories said they would provide matching funds. But a
number of  provinces, including Ontario, have failed to match
the federal dollars, and only about 1,200 new homes have
actually been built – most of them in either Quebec or British
Columbia. Another 5,000 or so units have been committed
for development, mostly in Quebec.

In the days before the Winnipeg meeting, the political pressure
on provinces and territories produced a f lurry of
announcements:

• an allocation of  420 new units in Alberta (March 28);
• an additional $17.5 million from the City of Winnipeg to
top-up federal-provincial funds in Manitoba (April 8);
• a new “junior” federal housing minister – Steve Mahoney
– who says he will “get tough” with the provinces and
territories (April 11);
• an additional $7.5 million from the federal government
to assist housing providers get projects started (April 12);

• an allocation of 2,000 new units in Ontario (April
14);
• the signing of  a federal-provincial bilateral

housing deal with New Brunswick (April 14).

Ontario led a group of  provinces at the Winnipeg
meeting which wanted to water down the already
modest commitments of  the housing framework
deal. A strong campaign by the national network,
supported by the Federation of  Canadian
Municipalities, Co-operative Housing Federation

of  Canada and the Canadian Housing and Renewal
Association, forced these provinces to back down.

In the end, the provinces re-committed themselves
to the goal of  funding new affordable housing, and the federal
government promised that it would make sure that they
honour their commitments.

The federal government has moved from zero dollars for
new affordable housing in 2000 to $1 billion over five years
as of  the latest federal budget. This works out to an average
of  $200 million annually – about 10% of  the way towards
the $2 billion goal of  the One Percent Solution.

For lots more information on the federal-provincial-territorial
housing ministers’ meeting, along with a copy of the NHHN
report card, log onto the Alerts section of  the Housing Again
Web site at http://www.housingagain.net

by Michael Shapcott

When Ontario Finance Minister Janet Ecker presented the
latest provincial budget on March 27, it wasn’t a real
budget. According to parliamentary tradition, budgets are
supposed to be delivered in the Legislature to the elected
representatives of  the people of  Ontario. Minister Ecker
chose to deliver her budget at a corporate media studio in
Brampton to a handpicked audience. That was bad enough,
but even worse is that there was virtually nothing from
the Ontario government to deal with the province’s
growing homelessness disaster and housing crisis. The
province re-announced, for the sixth time, a rent
supplement program that will provide a small subsidy to
about 8,000 households. The rest of  the 1.8 million
Ontario renter households who are struggling to pay their
rent will get nothing.

A few days after the budget was released, the province
began to float rumours that it might introduce a new tax
break called mortgage interest deductibility. This would
allow homeowners to deduct up to 50% of  their mortgage
interest payments from their taxes. The biggest benefits
would go to the wealthiest homeowners with the biggest
mortgages.

The Housing and Homelessness Network in Ontario is
working with TDRC and other housing groups across the
province to expose the dismal record of  the Eves
government, and press the other political parties to make
a substantial commitment to fund new social housing and
services for homeless people and those at risk of
homelessness.

Ontario: Provincial budget update
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Buried beneath the blatant sensationalism of  the story of
homeless baby Mira lies a distressing although familiar
dynamic.  This story illustrates the collective psychological
“disconnect” in people’s minds between those who are
homeless through no perceived fault of  their own, as in Mira’s
case, and those who are considered responsible for their
situations, as in the case of  her mother.

Mira’s mother is being charged for leaving her newborn
outdoors in freezing temperatures.  If  another charge could
be dreamed up, she would no doubt also get one for being
homeless and pregnant in the first place, or perhaps one for
being pregnant and mentally unwell, because no one is quite
as culpable as the mother who puts her child in harm’s way,
regardless of  the circumstances.  Certainly not the local
politicians who have chosen to ignore the desperate need for
more shelter beds, nor the city staff  who persistently respond
to shelter crowding by throwing a few more mats on the floors
of  city shelters.  And apparently not the provincial government
which has continued to woefully underfund supportive
community health services, nor the feds who, although starting
to talk about it, just cannot seem to bring themselves to
actually fund affordable housing.

For years now our city’s official response to homelessness
has been pretty much limited to those aforementioned extra
mats on the floor of  overcrowded shelters.

Baby Mira: Another Side To The Story
Hundreds of  homeless women give birth every year in
Toronto.  There is rarely any outcry about it until a story
incites in the public a mixture of  horror and titillation, as
with the story of  Jordan Heikamp, who starved to death in a
shelter, or in the case last year of  the so-called “Tent City
baby,” whose homeless parents endured extreme media
scrutiny in the futile hope that it would result in housing for
them.

In the wake of  sad stories such as these, there is always a
flurry of  urgent discussion on how to improve the situation
for homeless pregnant women.  Astonishingly, the notion of
providing safe affordable housing is rarely mentioned. I have
seen homeless pregnant women denied entry to shelters that
are full.  I have seen homeless pregnant women forced to
walk long distances in extreme cold weather in order to stay
in a different church basement shelter every night.  I have
seen women kicked out of  shelters for being pregnant.

When shelters are crowded and dangerous, and homelessness
relief  is basically limited to the distribution of  sleeping bags
and blankets, it was only a matter of  time before an infant
was found lying underneath one.  The irony that it occurred
outside the doors of  City Hall should not escape us.

• Kathy Hardill is a member of  TDRC’s Steering Committee

Editorial
by Kathy Hardill

There was plenty of  action in and around Toronto throughout
the spring as the momentum continues to grow toward a
new national housing strategy:

• April 11, Toronto City Summit Alliance releases new report
calling for more housing, increased shelter allowance
payments for welfare recipients and more services for the
homeless.

• April 9 to 12, Canadian Housing and Renewal Association,
Toronto. The biggest annual national housing conference,
this event drew more than 1,000 housing officials from across
the country.

• April 9, National Housing Forum, Toronto. Local and
national groups, including the National Housing and
Homelessness Network, call for renewed national housing
strategy to an audience of  almost 200.

• April 8, Cornerstone Community Association, Oshawa.
More than 150 people gather to celebrate a year of  successful
work by this hostel / transitional housing / permanent housing
initiative.

• April 7 and 8, National Aboriginal Housing Association,
Toronto. The annual meeting of  this national organization
representing off-reserve housing providers drew more than
50 representatives from across the country.

• March 28, Ragged Edges forum, Toronto. More than 100
people gathered to examine housing and homelessness issues
among immigrants and refugees in Toronto and to identify
solutions.

• March 22, Lakeshore Affordable Housing Strategy Day,
Etobicoke. Close to 200 people from south Etobicoke
gathered to learn more about homelessness and housing
solutions.

A Busy Spring For Affordable Housing Strategies
by Michael Shapcott, Research Coordinator
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This column I have two guests - Steve and Nancy - former
residents of  Tent City who now have housing. We met at
TDRC and walked over to the Pickle Barrel on Yonge Street.

Steve met Nancy in 1995 when he was homeless. Nancy lived
at Tent City for five years and Steve lived there for about two
years. They loved Tent City: the freedom, the anonymity and
they knew everyone there.

They were not at Tent City when the September 2002 raid
took place, but went there as soon as they heard about the
eviction, but they couldn’t get past the security – not even for
their dog. Steve and Nancy lost everything in the raid: all
their possessions and their furniture.

After the eviction, they went to City Hall and then to the
Woodgreen Community Centre. They moved into housing
on October 17/2002. They were given five months of
financial support to help them get started in their two-
bedroom apartment and continue to get on-going support.

One of  the drawbacks to where they are living now is that it
is an hour and a half  from much-needed services. They are
grateful for their housing, but the three hours of  travelling
every day is hard on them. It is hurting their relationship.
They find it’s hard to get up and get motivated in the morning
to face the long trip into downtown.

Nancy is glad they got housing, but doesn’t like being so far
from everything. She feels they are confined, isolated. They
feel like displaced people but they are adjusting now.

Steve and Nancy are going to talk to their housing worker to
put in for a transfer to another building closer to services.

I asked for a quote from each of  them. Steve said,
“Homelessness should have been stopped yesterday”. Nancy

said, “Help keep the homeless alive”. They called on us to
raise people’s consciousness of  the plight of  the homeless.

Steve and Nancy feel that it could take many more deaths
before homelessness is solved. They said that homeless people
bond on the street and become like a family. When you lose
so many people you know, you lose a part of  yourself. It’s
like losing a brother or a sister.

It was a very enjoyable lunch. It was good getting to know a
bit more about my friends. The food was good too, although
very expensive. Well, I’m off  in search of  my next guest.
Could it be you?

Bonnie Briggs is a member of  TDRC and OCAP and writes
“Lunch with Bonnie” for the National Disaster Post.

Lunch with Bonnie
by Bonnie Briggs

Shelter From The Storm
A New Film by Michael Connolly
Shelter From The Storm follows TDRC working with residents of
Canada’s most famous squatter encampment: Tent City. NoNoNoNoNowwwww
updatupdatupdatupdatupdatededededed to include the eviction and rent subsidy program.

Copies for individual or non-profit groups are available from the
Toronto Disaster Relief Committee: 6 Trinity Square, Toronto ON
M5G 1B1

$20 f$20 f$20 f$20 f$20 for individual use / $40 for individual use / $40 for individual use / $40 for individual use / $40 for individual use / $40 for gror gror gror gror groupsoupsoupsoupsoups
add $5 fadd $5 fadd $5 fadd $5 fadd $5 for shipping costsor shipping costsor shipping costsor shipping costsor shipping costs

for institutional sales, email michaelconnolly@rogers.com or
see www.amistadvideoandfilm.com
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Nancy, a former Tent City resident
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Consider making a financial donation to help end homelessness. If you need a receipt for
income tax purposes, make the cheque payable to: “Phoenix Community Works Foundation”
and write on the bottom of your cheque that the donation is for the “Homeless Project.”
If the tax receipt is not of concern, please make the cheque payable to the Toronto
Disaster Relief Committee.

Please accept this donation of:

      [  ]$10  [  ]$25  [  ]$50  [  ] $100  [  ] $250   [  ] $__________

Name _____________________________________________________________

Tel _______________________________________________________________

Address____________________________________________________________

E-Mail_____________________________________________________________

Please return your donation with this form to:
Toronto Disaster Relief Committee, 6 Trinity Square, Toronto, ON M5G 1B1

TDRC Needs Your Financial Support!

Street Nurse
A powerful point-of-view documentary that explores the streets of
Toronto through the eyes of CATHY CROWE, a woman who calls
herself a “street nurse” because her patients live there.

Directed, written and produced by SHELLY SAYWELL.

Available from the TTTTTorororororontontontontonto Disasto Disasto Disasto Disasto Disaster Rer Rer Rer Rer Relief Committelief Committelief Committelief Committelief Committee (TDRee (TDRee (TDRee (TDRee (TDRC):C):C):C):C):
6 Trinity Square, Toronto ON  M5G 1B1 / Phone 416-599-8372
Fax: 416-599-5445 / Email: tdrc@tdrc.net
$20 f$20 f$20 f$20 f$20 for individual use / $40 for individual use / $40 for individual use / $40 for individual use / $40 for individual use / $40 for gror gror gror gror groups & organizationsoups & organizationsoups & organizationsoups & organizationsoups & organizations

please add $5 fplease add $5 fplease add $5 fplease add $5 fplease add $5 for shipping costsor shipping costsor shipping costsor shipping costsor shipping costs

HOMELESSNESS
A Message for Working Canadians
A new booklet containing black and white photographs by Christopher Bognat, a worker with the Canadian
Auto Workers Local 112, provides pictures highlighting our current housing crisis and homelessness disaster.
Editorials by Toronto and York Region Labour Council President John Cartwright and others accompany the
photographs and describe the story of the close connection of homelessness and labour.
Order from the Toronto Disaster Relief Committee (TDRC):

$1$1$1$1$10 f0 f0 f0 f0 for single copor single copor single copor single copor single copy / $5 each fy / $5 each fy / $5 each fy / $5 each fy / $5 each for bulk oror bulk oror bulk oror bulk oror bulk orderderderderders of 1s of 1s of 1s of 1s of 10 copies or more0 copies or more0 copies or more0 copies or more0 copies or more
 please add $5 f please add $5 f please add $5 f please add $5 f please add $5 for shipping costsor shipping costsor shipping costsor shipping costsor shipping costs


